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This paper treats briefly the description, perform-
ance characteristios, design considerations, and appli-
cations ot the resonant helioal delay line reoently de-
veloped by the Federal Telecommunication Laboratories,
Inc o , of Nutley, New Jersey.
Investigation of the resonant helical delay line
came about as a reSUlt of designing Federal's 145-L re-
oeiver to meet the specifications of the Civil Aeronaut-
ios Authority's new very-high frequency omnidirectional
range system, oommonly referred to as VOR. VOR airborne
equipment is being developed by several manufaoturers
according to speoifications prepared and approved by the
Army, Navy, Air Force, the Civil Aeronautics Authority,
and British authorities. The United States military des-
ignation for the basic aircraft VOR Installation is the
AN/ARN-14, and includes a crystal controlled, super-
heterodyne receiver capable of tuning to each 100-ko
spaced channel in the 108 to l35.9-mo band, or a total
ot 280 channels. Station selection tor these channels
is to be accomplished by two knobs graduated in one-me
and one-tenth-mc steps, which combine to read directly
in frequency. Within each lOO-kc channel, the receiver
must be able to segregate the following intelligence
facilities. (Todd, Frank i,2l)
1 0 VOR, consisting ot two sets of 30-cycle FM
on lO-kc AM modulated signals.
20 Present tone looalizer o~ one set of 90/150-
cycle glide path plus one set of 30-cyole FM and AM mod-
ulated signals.
3. Approach control voice communications transmit-
ted simultaneously on either localizer of VOR.
To accomplish such performanoe without excessive
oross-talk and loss of sensitivity due to tuned cirouit
drift in the amplifier, it was ~elt the ~ollowing speci-
fications were necessary:
RF Amplifier: Gain of l2-db overall, with selectiv-
ity of -3-db at bandwidth of 1.0 mc, -lOO-db at bandwidth
of 20 5-mc. Tempera~ure stability of ~2 parts per million
per degree Centigrade within range -40°C to+100oC.
IF Amplifier: To be capable of quick adjustment by
the O.l-mc knob to ten "decimal" channels, each having a
selectivity o~ -8-db at bandwidth of 45-kc, -eO-db at
bandwidth of l40-kc. Temperature stability of ~3-kc in
total range _40°0 to +100°0.
Limitations as to weight and space of the airborne
receiver alone were such as to require amplifier tuned
circuits which had the maximumQ per unit volume, and
whose temperature st~bllity rivalled that ot piezoelectric
crystals. Federal engineers suspected suoh a device ex-
isted capable of development in the form ot a miniature
quarter-wave transmission line, due to previous success
in building a transmission-line type antenna matching
transformer occupying ltttle relative weight and space
(iii)
for the Navy's X-TEJ transmitter. The engineers respon-
sible for developing the resulting "resonant helical de-
lay line" were Mr. A. Horvath and Mr. R. T. Adams, of
the circuits and magnetics division under Messrs. A. G.
Kandoian and S. Frankel. B~ winter of 1948-9. consider-
able experimental work had been accomplished, and em-
pirical design factors determined for optimum circuit
performance. This writer was assigned the temperature
stabilization problem during the period January to March,
1949 J and developed a compensation scheme which indi-
dates the possibility of meeting the stringent stabili-
zation specifications as far as the lines themselves
are concerned.
Chapter I is an introduction describing the reso4ant
helical delay line, and its advantages in comparison with
other resonant configurations.
Chapter II outlines development to date of the line
and its performance in tuned RF and IF amplifiers.
Chapter III describes experimental and theoretical
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- The resonant helical delay line is essentially a
quarter-wave transmission line, whose configuration is
methematically approximate to a single-wire horizontal
transmission line with ground return. To save space,
the ground plane is rolled or folded up into a closed
metallic cylinder; the transmission line within it is
correspondingly rolled up into a helix whose proximity
effects between turns may be considered negligible.
The line may be ad~~ted to tuning over as high as
a three to one frequency range by means ot a movable
dielectric slug in the space between the ground cylinder
and the helix. In its simplest torm, one end of the
helix is connected to a grounded base plug attached to
one end of the ground cylinder; the other end of the
helix is "open,1t or without circuit termination; and
the other end of the ground cylinder allows introduction
and movement of the dielectric tuning slug.
Energy may be fed and removed from the tuned line
by capacity probes near the open end of the helix for
single resonant circuit configuration. If multiple
tuning is desired, as between tuned-grid tuned-plate
stages of an amplifier, the ground cylinders may be
made square in cross-section, and each delay line mounted
1

flush against the other. In this case, coupling loops
take energy into and out of the s,rstem, and the mutual
coupling is provided by a silver-mica button condenser.
Inasmuch as the position of the dielectric tuning
slug varies the mean velocity of propagation of the
line as well as the resonent frequency, the name "re-
sonant helical delay line" was given to the device,
since it is brief and sUfficiently describes its be-
havior.
2. Detailed Description Qt A VHF Resonant Delay Line.
Figure 1 illustrates typical components used in a
single resonant line designed for tuning the range 108
to 136 mcs. The wide variety of materials used for
components shown resulted from laboratory experiments
in an effort to determine haw such a device may be
temperature stabilized.
In the fron row, from left to right, are:
(a) Silver plated invar ground cylinder, show-
ing probe fittings and helical line mounted inside.
(b) Silver plated #16 invar helix, pitch .13
turns per inch, on 5/8" slotted texolite form.
(c) Same as above, eXdept Copperweld (40% con-
ductivity) helix.
(d) #16 Copperweld (40% conductivity) helix on
slotted polyethylene for.m which has been 80% loaded with
Ti02, a negative-temperature coefficient dieleotric.
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(e) Oentradite form, with fired platinum anchors
in helical end grooves for a stress-wound helix.
(t) Four-mil silver plated fired paste ribbon
helix, pitch 13 turns per inch, on 1/2" fused quartz
form.
(g) Brass ground cylinder on one inch inner dia-
meter, showing probe fittings and helical line mounted
inside.
From left to right in the back row are:
Ca} Dielectric tuning slug for one of set ot
flush-mounted, multiple-tuned resonant lines. The material
is texolite, and the semi-circular recess is for a silver-
mica button condenser.
(b) Alsimag raw lava dielectric tuning slug.
(c) 80~ Ti02 loaded polyethylene dielectric tun-
ing slug with threaded attachment to allow fine tuning
control.
Cd) Poly 2,5-Dichlorostyrene dielectriot tuning
slug.
Using a 5/S" slotted textolite form for a #16
".
Copperweid (40% conductivity) helix at a pitch of 13 turns
per inch in a brass ground cylinder as shown, the un-
loaded Q of this device was 520 at a frequency of 131
mcs, which occured when the dielectric tuning slug was
fully removed. When low-loss dielectrics such as text-
olite, fused quartz, and polyethylene are inserted, the
Q remains essentially the same.
4
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By tapering the dielectrio tuning slugs, it is
possible to produce a linear relationship between slug
displacement and resonant frequencyo In some cases, de-
sign may also allow variati~n of q such that a constant
bandwidth results over the entire tuning range.
3. Detailed Description !21. !!!! H. Resonant Delay Line.
Figure 2 shows similar components for a resonant
line designed for use in an I.F. amplifier whose frequen-
cy with tuning slug removed is 7.35 mcs o From left to
right are illustrated:
(a) #34 double silk covered copper helix at pitch
of 95 turns per inch on an 80% Ti02 loaded polystyrene
formo
(b) Fused quartz helix fo~.
(c) #34 double siik covered oopper helix at pitch
of 95 turns per inch on a Centradite form, mounted on
base plug.
Cd) Brass ground cylinder, showing probe fittings.
The coaxial probes are at left and right background.
(e) Centradite helix form.
This combination yielded a Q of around 210 at the
above frequency. In the design for the AN/ARN-l4 re-
oeiver, Federal engineers used the one-tenth megacycle
selector knob to move the tuning slugs in the IF ampli-
fier, such that each succeeding position on the dial
would advance or withdraw the ganged dielectric slugs
about one-tenth of their, total travel. ThiS, in
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combination with 28 crystals in the heterodyne oscillat-
or, would select the 280 channels required, but at the
complexity of using at one time or another, one or ten
different possible IF frequencies. The high ~ per unit
volume of the resonant helical delay line allowed such
a scheme to be practical without adjacent channel cross-
talk in a light-weight package specified for the AN/ARN-14.
4. Comparison~ Other Tunable Filters.
In general, a receiver requires a filter at its
input to separate the desired signal from signals of
other frequencies. For a wide-range receiver, this
filter must be easily tunable, as well as provide high
Q, which means good selectivity and low pass-band loss.
In addition to these primary requirements are also the
considerations of cost of manutacture, weight and space,
tuning range, preservation ot bandwidth over tuning
range, reliability, adaptation to temperature-stability
compensation, ease of adjustment and repair, and the
effect on the rest of the receiver as to overall mechan-
ical and electrical layout. At the present state of
development of the resonant helical delay line, many
advantages are already apparent.
(a) ~ ~~ Volume. The table below, (Radio
Research Laboratory, Harvard University, 13), (Valley,
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the resonant helical delay line equals or surpasses rival
tunable filters in its presently developed frequency range
of five to 500 me as far as Q per unit volume is considered.
Until modifications upon it which would extend its range
either above or below this band are developed, further
comparisons will deal only with the classical L-C circuit,
the Inputuner, and the Butterfly tuner.
(b) Cost, Weight, and Tuning Range. In this table the
· PRESENT · · TUNING· · ·TUNABLE DEVIOE




· ·CLASSICAL L-C LUMPED CIRCUIT: low · light " three to one
· "
" ·
· ·RESONANT HELICAL DELAY LINE (medium) · medium: three to one
·
·
·IvIALLORY-VfARE INPUTUNER " high · Illedium: five to one• •
· · ·
· · ·BUTTERFLY TUNER high




cost and weight figures are very relative. At present, such
devices as the Inputuner and the Butterfly could prob-
ably be sold for much less, provided the demand was great
8
enough to warrant assembly-line production. Weight esti-
mates are based on the relative standing, given a certain
tuning range. At low frequencies, all devices are rela-
tively much heavier than those designed for bands two or
three time higher.
(c) Bandwidth Preservation, Reliability, ~ Adapt-
ability to Temperature Comnensation. In reliability, only
the condenser-tuned variety ot the L-C lumped device was
TONABLE DEVICE : BANDWIDTH : : TEMP •:PRESERVATION iRELIABILITY:cOMP.
· .































·RESONANT HELICAL DELAY LINE
MALLORY-WARE INPUTONER
BUTTERFLY 'IUNER
considered, and here the main susceptibility to trouble
is condenser plates shorting from shock, warping, or dirt.
The Inputuner has been criticized by television receiver
repairmen for dirt causing trouble in the sliding con-
tacts. The only moving part in the helical resonant delaT
line is the dielectric tuning slug, which should compare
in reliability to the permeability-tuned L-C lumped device.
1'0Bandwidth preservation is the constancy of the GL
ratio over the tuning range. This requires the ~ of the
device to increase linearly with the frequency. For
lumped cirCUits, the opposite is more likely to be the
case. For distributed field circuits operating at skin
penetration such as that-for the frequency range to 500 mes
9
for most cammon conduotors, the ratio of internal in-
ductive reaotance to internal resistance, 2nfLi , in-
R"s
creases with frequenoy. (Ramo, S. and Whinnery, ~~a., p.
213, (14») Thus. if all other things remain constant,
such as total distributed inductance, the device has
more of a chance to maintain bandwidth than lumped-
circuit devices. Since the resonant helioal delay line
varies only the velooity of propagation, the bandwidth
should be preserved, and was confirmed by performance
charts such as those shown in Appendix III. The Butter-
fly, though a distributed field device, is very poor
in this respeot, since its tuning action depends on de-
creasing the distributed inductance to increase the
frequency. In one case, a Butterfly's loaded ~ dropped
from 170 at 300 mcs to 20 at 1,000 mcs. (Radio Research
Laboratory, Harvard University, (13»
For temperature stability, it has been proven
(Sherman, H. (IS)) that to succeosfully compensate the
lumped L-C tuner, another oircuit element of opposite
reactance to the tuning reactor must be included in the
circuit. This would also indicate the same must be
true of the Inputuner. In any case, the compensation
procedure seems to require a tailor-made job for each
individual tuner if a high degree of uniform stability
is specified. The Butterfly could be reasonably stabil-
ized by the "brute force" method of using silver-plated
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invar for the entire device; but actually accomplishing
this, while taking into consideration other disturbing
factors, would make the cost prohibitive and fabrication
extremely difficult. As described in Chapter IV, the
resonant helical delay line can be readily compensated
by using slotted negative temperature-coefficient di-
electric forms which support the helix.
(d) Ease 2!. Adjustment and Repair, and Effect .Q!l
Overall Mechanical ~ Electrical Receiver Desigp 0 The
'..... ,
first item is a measure of the replacement of fabrication
·
..
• ADJUSTMENT · EFFECT ON
'IUNABLE DEVICE .. ..• AND REPAIR .. OVERALL DESIGN
· ·
· ·•




·RESONANT HELICAL DELAY LINE good • excellent
· ·
· ·..





·BUTTERFLY TONER .. · fair• excellent
·
· ·
of bad parts without installing an entire new device,
as well as ease of multistage alignment and heterodyne
tracking. It is difficult to conceive of what might
go wrong to require repairs on such simple and rugged
devices as the resonant helical delay line or the
Butterfly. Defective tuning reactors, condensers, or
coils usually occur in lumped L-C tuners, but replaoe-
ment or fabrication is usually both economical and feas-
ible. If slide contacts or detents break in the Inpu-
tuner, however, the only remedy is perhaps to buy another.
For alignment and tracking adjustments, all devices
""""""
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but the Inputuner are readily susceptible to padding,
resetting, or simple modification to achieve the result
desired. The Inputuner is a complioated device employ-
ing a complicated circuit, and in case of trouble be-
yond the range of the product and its associated cir-
cuitry, making quick and satisfactory adjustments are
perhaps beyond the scope of the deviceo
Any tunable filter in a receiver must be elec-
trically and mechanically an integral part of the instru-
ment. Within the frequency range 30 to 500 me, wiring
must be held to the minimum, and rome shielding is
always necessary to prevent undesired feedback and
spurious responses. For this reason, the lumped L-C
tuner is the poorest on this consideration. Expensive
and elaborate precautions must be taken to cut down
the circuit Wiring back and forth to the tuner to a
minimum, and shielding is a "must". The same is true,
of course, with all the other devices, but the Inputuner
and Butterfly are inherently adapted to mount the rest
of the tubes, shielding, and associated circuity on the
chassis of the device itself, and thus make these tuners
more acceptable to the designer. It is felt the reso-
nant helical delay line is also in the same class. Its
principal advantage is that no other shielding is
necessaryJ si nee the ground cylinder and base plug is
an integrable part of the line. As previously pointed
out, moreover, the ground cylinders may be made square
12
in cross-section, so that for multi-stage tuned ampli-
fiers, the lines may be mounted flush, side byade, with
the coupling button condensers mounted in the common





1. Preliminary History of Helical Lines.
The forerunner to the resonant helical delay line
was the helical transmission line matching unit built
by Federal Telecommunication Laboratories for the Navy
Model X-TEJ transmitter. The matching unit required
that up to 100 watts from a final power amplifier be
automatically matched at any frequency from 0.30-26.0 mc
into a 35-ft o whip antenna. Before Federal negotiated
a development contract for this fully automatio channel
seleoting transmitter, other commercial laboratories
took on similar work for this same equipment. The prev-
ious resulting development models, though probably
meeting speoifioations in the laboratory, either were
sUbjeot to short-life alignment stability in the over-
all automatic tuning devices; took up more weight and
space than the Bureau of Ships could allow, or were not
rugged enough to stand up under shipboard oonditions
without exoessive maintenanoe.
It was hoped to utilize -a frequenoy-sensitive,
automatio "sweep, searoh, and look" antenna loading and
matohing unit; but in the range 0.30-26.0 mc, a 35-ft.
whip antenna has suoh a wide variation in radiation resist-
anoe and reaotanoe, that oonventional reaotors and transform-
ers would make the equipment most bulky and out of pro-
portion. Transmission line transformers have high q,
14
and hence a very wide range in not only reactance neutra-
lization, but also in transformer ratio. The problem
was to build such a transmission line having a maximum
quarter wave length of about 40 meters in as small a
package as possible. The idea of rolling up a single
wire horizontal transmission line with ground return
into a helix with enclosing ground cylinder was con-
ceived.
To make the antenna loading unit self-matching, re-
sistance and reactance bridges were incorporated with
motors, synchros, anti-hunt derivative control, limit
switches, travelling tapping contacts, and meters. At
any new or existing frequency the final amplifier was
delivering, antenna resistance and reactance were measured
at that frequency, upon which sliding taps on the helical
transmission line transformer would explore the line
until the R and X bridges were balanced, and hence the
transmitter matched to the whip antenna. The Navy was
thus given something not even called fo~ in the speci-
fications; namely, that the transmitter would continue
to keep matched to its antenna over an indefinite time
after a frequency selection had been made. This helical
transmission line matching unit, with all accessory
motors, synchros, and circuitry, occupies less than five
cubic feet. Its loaded ~ was so good, that on basis of
present tests, it is able to match over the frequency
15
range and yet transfer the 100 watts with high effi-
ciency to the antenna.
In the broadest sense, the helical transmission
line does not need a ground cylinder. As a two-terminal
device, the helix has been known for over a century to
be a good inductor, and hence the synonomous term "coil ff •
Until 1910, the helix was thought of only as a lumped
circuit element, but at that time an Englishman, Dr.
J. W. Nicholson, made an excellent mathematical analysis
of ito (Nicholson, J. ~. (II)) His mathematical tactics
were most unusual, in that to be more rigorous, he de-
vised an orthogonal curvilinear system of helical
coordinat~s, and applied Maxwell's equation to it. One
of the coordinate surfaces of the system describes a
family of helices having constant form diameter and
pitch, but varying "wire diameter", which lends itself
admirably to the surface boundary conditions, and the
electromagnetic fields in the near region. His analysis
indicated both low frequency ana high frequency asymptotic
expressions; the low frequency expressions give accurate
values for Rand L of a coil agreeing with the better
empirical formulae; the high frequency equations indi-
cate behavior as a transmission line, whose phase vel-
ocity is that of the medium but with the phase path
whirling around the helix rather than proceeding direct-
ly across the terminals.
Within the past five years, two other important
applications of the helix in space have been discovered;
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namely, the traveling-wave tube (Pierce, J.R. (12);
Kompfner, R. (9); Cutler, C.C. (2) and the helical
antenna Wheeler, B.A. (24); Kraus, J.D. (lO)). The for-
mer has a previously unattained gain-bandwidth figure
as an amplifier, and the latter can be made to radiate
elliptical or circular polarized waves in modes to give
either omnidirectional or directional patterns. It
should be noted, however, that the great majority of
recent articles appearing in the literature on such con-
figurations has neglected the remarkable and semi-rig-
orous analysis of the helix by Nicholson. It is for this
reason his system of helical coordinates and a method of
applying Maxwell's equations to them is presented in
Appendices-I and II.
2. Development of th~ Resonant Helical Delay Line.
The first resonant helical delay line built and
tested by the Federal Telecommunication Laboratories
were single-tuned devices, energy being coupled into and
out of the line by coaxial capacity probes near the
"open" end of the helix. Later, coupling was found to
be equally successful by tapping along the helix through
the center of the grounded base plug, or by loops be-
tween the helix and the ground cylinder. Also success
was achieved in varying degree by use of coupling loops
coaxial with the helix near the grounded and, by dia-
phragm openings in the ground cylinder, and combinations
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tuned lines. Where direct-current potentials must be
isolated, at least two or more of the above methods are
necessary. Later, for tuned-grid tuned-plate double-
tuned amplifier circuits, it was found the most satis-
factory arrangement was to achieve coupling to the grid
and plate circuits by coaxial loops inside the heli-
cal forms, as shown in Figure 3. Mutual coupling be-
tween the two resonant circuits was done by taps near
the base of the helix, connected by a silver-mica button
condens er mounted in a common diaphragm cut between
between flush adjacent square ground cylinders.
Tests on square tubular ground shields showed that
they were equal or superior to the circular ones. Op-
timum impromement in this case was of the order of 5%.
Slotting the ground cylinder parallel to the axis also
gave a small increase in Qo Strangely enough. a three-
sided trough instead of a closed cylinder for the ground
shield increased the Q by 8% over optimum circular
shields. This further illustrates the adaptability of
the helix to space without serious loss of its pre-
dominant properties.
Making t he helix out of a silver-plated ribbon of
overall dimensions 0.125" x 0.004" instead of round
wire produced results which discouraged further experi-
ments with conductors of rectangular cross section.
The unloaded ~ of such a line was 166, while the Q of
an identical shaped helix using silver plated invar
wire in the same ground ~ylinder achieved a ~ of 532.
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It should be mentioned in oonnection with this compari-
son, that the fault was not entirely due to the cross-
section of the wire. It so happens that plating silver
or invar wire or on fired silver paste causes any reso-
nantcircuit to have a lower Q than to fused silver or
copper. Observation of plated specimens produced by
convent ional electrochemical plating showed tha t the
physical structure of the silver is spongy, and~that the
silver in this form has a ~ecific gravity of only about
75% that of fused silver. Involved and expensive tech-
niques, however, have been perfected by the Federal Tele-
phone and Radio factory to mechanically work silver
while being plated to eliminate these effects. These
difficulties are brought out to show the inadvisability
of producing helices by painting a helical ribbon on
the ceramic or plastic form, firing, and plating to
desired depth. Also this difficulty encountered in plat-
ing is not counter to the practice of silver plating on
alloy wave-guides, cavities, connectors~ or other plumb-
ing; since even if the resistivity of silver plate is
double that of pure fused silver, it is still half that
of brass, one-third that of bronze, and suffers in
comparison otherwise only with pure clean copper.
3. Temperature Compensation 2L.t,lli!, Device.
In attempting to make the filter thermal stabilized
to a specified number of parts per million drift per
degree of temperature variation, several fundamental
20
facts must be faced:
(a) Most materials expand with temperature. For
the helix form and dielectric tuning slug, fused quartz,
certain ceramics, and some glasses have low enough loss
factors and thermal coefficients of expansion to be con-
sidered for direct approach, or ffbrute force" methods •
.For the wire, only invar ha s low enough expansion, and
can be plated with a silver or copper jacket thick
enongh to preserve Q, but not affect the low expansion
of the overall conductor 0
(b) The specific resistance of most conductors in-
creases with temperature, affecting the Q and internal
inductance since both factors depend upon skin resistance".
(Ramo, S. and vYhinnery, J .R. (14)) This change for two
low-loss metals is:
<T= 6.17 x 107 (1 - 0.00381T) mhos/meter for silveri
cr = 5.80 x 107 (1 - 0.00382T) mhos/meter for copper,
where T is the temperature in degrees Centigrade. As an
example of this change of internal inductance effect on
frequency stability, consider a helix made of #16 silver
wire of lenghh 20 in. By classical formulas, the in-
ternal inductance at -400 0 is 383 ~~h; at +1000 0, it
increases to 498 p~h. The empirical external inductance
of this wire wound on a 0.636" diameter form at a pitch
of 13 turns per inch is 0.269 ph, and is of the order
of the exact distributed self-inductance computed by
wave theory. If the self-inductance is assumed to re-
main constant with temperature, then the change of
21
internal inductance over 14000 causes an overall change
of 0.14%, or a resonant frequency change of about 0.07%.
In other words, a temperature-frequency rateof-l.5
parts per million per degree oentigrade results due to
the internal inductance changes alone for this particu-
lar resonant line. Such drift is physically inherent
with conduotors now available which can maintain Q, and
thus must be oompensated for if high stability of the
line is necessary.
(c) Some dielectrics change their dielectric
constant with temperature; only fused quartz and a few
ceramics are available which are thermally stable to a
high degreeo However, such materials are expensive to
'Y;ork or pro cure in forms suitable for helix forms or
dielectric tuning slugs.
Cd) Stresses in Some metals produced by thermal
effects may exceed the elastic limit of the metal, thus
causing "cycling", or failure of the helix to return
to original conditions after a temperature cycle. Some
winding tension is always required in the helix for
mechanical stability, and this, coupled with the seiz-
ing and binding of the wire on the form during com-
pression and expansion with temperature due to a large
number of tunns creating a "capstan effect", produces
great longitudinal and torsional stresses in the wire.
For copper, these stresses produced by a form material
such as a ceramic in a temperature range of -40°0 to
22
+lOOoC is enough to exceed the elastic limit of the
copper an the cooling run due to the greater contrac-
tion rate of the copper. The copper is thus per-
mantly stretched to a "hot length", and cycles at
continuously decreasing frequency. For a plastic form
having an expansion rate greater than copper, the re-
verse effect is observed, tor reasons not yet explain-
able; namely, cycles at continuously increasing fre-
quency. Steel, however, has a large enough elastic
limit to care for its own expansion in this temperature
range, but has high resistance. Consequently, plated
invar or Copperweld wire should remedy the cycling
problem.
Efforts to confront these fundamentals, and yet
produce a stable device by the "brute force" method so
far have failed. Consequently, the most practical means
of stabilization seems to be compensation. From equa-
tion (1) in Chapter III, if the product of Grit remains
constant over temperature, the resonant line must be
stable, all other factors neglected as second-order
effects. Since expansion (or change in G) involves
positive temperature coefficients, use or a negative
coefficient dielectric in the helix form and tuning
slug are suggested. Same negative temperature coeffic-
ient dielectrics are, in order of increasing effect:
textolite, polystyrene, and plastics loaded in varying
degree either with titanium dioxide or Barium titanate.
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It was found that polyethylene loaded with 80% Ti02 has
sufficient negative effect to over-compensate even
Copperweld wire. By adjusting the volume, geometry and
negative coefficient of the helix form, the device can
be zero-stabilized over most of the temperature range
with the dielectric tuning slug removed. In similar
manner, the dielectric tuning slug may possibly com-
pensate its thermal coefficient of expansion by a prop-
er choice of geometry and thermal coefficient of di-
electrio constant. In this compensation, the air gaps
on either cylindrioal surface of the slug affeot the
problem considerably. As yet, little work has been
accomplished to prove such a possibility exists, but
for the slug entirely removed, a VHF line has been
compensated by a slotted textolite helix form to±i
part per million per degree centigrade. In case com-
pensation with the tuning slug inserted becomes diffi-
cult, the "brute force" technique on this part of sta-
bilization should be possible, by using fused quartz
slugs. Fused quartz seems to be more stable in its
thermal properties than practically any other dielectric,
having a thermal expansion rate of only i part per
million per degree centigrade, and a thermal dielectric
constant rate of 50 parts per million per degree centi-
grade. (Soucy, D.I. (l9); von Hippel, A. (23); Elec-
tronios, (3») This may be compared to textolite, whose
corresponding coeffici~~ts are about 60 for thermal
24

expansion, and -35 for thermal dielectric change.
4. Performance 2!.~ !!!!. I.F. Amplifiers Using
Resonant Helical Delay Lines ~ Tuned-Plate Tuned-Grid
Tanks.
Figure 4 illustrates a VHF amplifier, operating in
the tunable range 108 - 136 mcs. Its gain is 12 db over-
all width a bandwidth of 1 mc. The rejection is 100 db
down at 2 mc from the nominal tuned frequency. Although
seven resonant helical delay lines in flush-mounted square
ground cylinders are shown, the amplifier has only two
stages, a local oscillator and a mixer. From left to
right, the first pair of lines are situated circuit-
wise between the antenna input cable and a 2051 rf
amplifier. The second pair is similarly a double-tuned
resonator between the plate of the first 2051 and the
grid of the second 2051 amplifier. The third pair goes
between the second amplifier and a 6AS6 mixer. The last
resonant line is the tunable tank for a 2051 local
oscillator. The harness attached to the dielectric
tuning slugs has adjustments so as to simultaneously
tune all seven delay lines adequately over the tuning
range.
This amplifier is one package of the l45-L receiver
developed for VOR use. The I.F. amplifier, operating
between 5.35 mc and 6.35 mc in ten 100 kc steps, was
initially designed about similar double-tuned resonant
helical delay lines. Hewever, the size of the lines to
26
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resonate in this frequency range was such, that with
the atainable Q of about 220 per single line it did not
seem feasible for Federal to use the I.F. amplifier so
developed. Sub-miniaturization seems to be the order
of the day for airborne electronic equipment, and al-
though the VHF amplifier of Figure 4 is adequate, it was
felt that the I.F. amplifier will be redesigned to oper-
ate at a lower frequency of 3 - 4 me, using powdered-
iron cup-cored coils. These give a ~ of 240 at 3 me,
in a volume enclosed by a cylinder 3/4" in diameter by
3/4" long.
Figure 5 shows the overall R.F. amplifier response
ourves at the tuning range extremes; namely at 108 mc
and 134 mc. Figure 6 similarly illustrates the I.F.
amplifier results at its extremes of 5.35 mc and 6.35 mc.
In both oases, it is apparent that the response curves
are quite similar, thus indicating good maintenance of
bandwidth. In case of apparent poorer performance of
the I.F. response atter inspection of the R.F. response,






1. Quantitative Design Considerationso
While experimenting and developing the resonant
helical delay line, Federal engineers empirically deter-
mined optimum design factors for the line, the criterion
being maximum Q.
Using the symbols,
r ~ radius of the helix wire, meters;
a • radius of the helical form, meters;
A =radius of the ground cylinder, meters;
p =pitch of the helix, turns per meter;
G = unrolled length of the helix, inches;
g - axial length of the helix, meters;
T =time delay of the line along the heliX;
fo: resonant frequency ot the line without
dielectric tuning slug inserted;
k': dielectric constant ot the medium contain-
ing the space for the tuning slug (usually
air) ;
then the following rule-of-thumb design factors are
recommended:
to • ~9524 x 109 cycles/seo (1)G'Yk'
T : 0.00125 t u-sec/toot
o 55Limits of 2r are between~ and
30
Limits of g are between 4.4a and 5.6a (4)
Limits of a/A are between 0.5 and 0.69 (5)
The proof of equation (1) is contained in Appendix
III.
If we further denote
h =A - a = space between ground cylinder and
the helix, meters;
d =2r =diameter of the helix Wire, meters
then considering the helical line exactly similar
to a single-wire horizontal transmission line with ground
return, we have, (Terman, F.E. (20))
L =0.1404 10810 ~ ,LIh /foot
c • 7.354 k
'
/ 10glO ~ ppf/foot
(6)
Using the se relationships wi th usual means of com-
puting the Wire resistance in the helix, we may calcu-
late the unloaded ~, Zo, and constants of the lineo
If coupling into and out of the resonant lines is
very small, the devic e can be considered unloaded, and
the response of a line determined by standard formulas
from equivalent circuits. ThUS, for the double-tuned
resonant helical delay line of Figure 3, an equivalent
circuit is shown. By handbook or chart, the engineer
can determine in advance the band-pass of the filter.
(Federal Telephone & Radio Corp. (4») A useful chart
.- , .. .
is included inside the back cover of this paper, as
Figure 7.
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2. Qualitative Design Considerations.
During assembly, the plug plate must be solidly
soldered to the ground cylinder, or a loss up to 40% in
~ will result. Also the ground cylinder should extend
beyond the coil by at least the distance a, or the radius
of the helical form.
The helix ends are important for field considerations.
At the high potential (open) end, the coil should end ab-
ruptly and not flare out or turn into the center. The
high current (grounded) end should have a straieht run
of length at least ~a between the base plug connection
and the first turn; starting the first turn directly
from the ground plug may decrease the ~ by a factor of
50% if the wire diameter is less than 0.040".
The dielectric tuning slug should be close-fitting.
For linear tuning of the resonant fre~uency versus slug
displacement, the slug should have a 40 conical .taper,
the leading edge being the smaller w~ll.
To prevent cycling or fre~uency instability due to
temperature effects, more care should be paid to the
helix and the helical mounting form. To prevent cycling,
Copperweld wire (40% conductivity) is recommended, and
the form should have short longitudinal slots cut in it
to prevent seizing and binding of the wire on the form.
3. ~ Exact Formulas.
Appendix II proves, given certain reasonable assump-
32
tions, that the fields surrounding a helical conductor be-
have approximately the same as though the helix were "un-
rolled" into a straight cylindrical conductor.
Appendix III derives eQuations for the resonant
helical delay line, based on approximate handbook formulas.
Due to the many boundary conditions included by this
device, it is considered impractical to attempt too rig-
orous a treatment of the problem. Consider, for example,
what to do about the high potential (open) end of the
helix. At the very end, the problem is similar to the
cylinder in space, which has not yet been found to have




is continually encountered in vertical antenna work,
(King, R.W.P. (7)) and various authorities have even
.come to literary blows about whether assumptions made
to simplify the approximate solution were valid, (King,
R. and Middleton, D. (8); Schelkunoff, S.A., (15);
Brillouin, L. (1); Hallen, E. (6); Gray, M.C. (5))0
.~other critical region of the line is the space
where the high current (grounded) end of the helix,
t~e ground cylinder, and the grounded base plug are
)3
close to one anothero The problem is seen to be similar
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Radius of ground cylinder
Any vector or scalar
Frequency, resonant frequency
Axial length of helix'
Unrolled length of helix
Distance from helical conductor axis
to ground cylinder or plane
Magnetic intensity vector and helical
components
Maximum values of magnetic intensi ty vec-
tor in time and space, a...'1d helical
components
Curren t in helical canductor
Complex operator, ~ -1
Relative dielectric constant:. ~ = ~ok'
Equivalent lumped line inductance
Distributed external line inductance
Constant of integration
Distributed line capacity
Equivalen t lumped line capacity
Diameter of helical conductor =. 2r
Helical coordinate constants
Electric intensity vector and helical
components
Maximum va1~es of electric intensity vec-












E, E,o, E,;, me
E' , E' ,0' E'ljI' E'e





























Base to natural logarithms
Direction cosines of radius vector" 33
Wave length of propagation 46
Permeability constant of mediUlll (Inks) 42
Ratio circumference circle to diameter 10, 38
39
Tillle delay of rcsonc.nt line
Distribu,ted internal line inductance
Pitch of the helix
Resonance meri t factor
Radiu.s of helical conductor
Effective radiuz of transmission line






Angle of the helix
Attenuation constant of the line 42
Phase constant of the line 42
-Propagation constant of the line 42
a sec a. • "Y 42

































sin e; . z =, ae tan 0. = JL (1)217P
ely .- a cos e de, dz =, a tan 0. de.-
it follows that cis = a sec a. dB ( 2)
t EL ICPoL C~KI~01 ,ATE:)
x
.
I. ~YQ~Ql~ 2n~ il~tinl!ion~·
Let a =, radiu,s of tne cylinder parallel to tfle Z-axis containing the
helix ..
p =, pitch of the [ielix, in turns per llni t lcngtn.:
e = twi st in 8, plane perpendicular to tLle 3-axi s, of the radius
in tnat plane ffie8,sured frow a lin[; parallel to the X-axis.
For one turn, e:::: 2.", and z "11 = '2."a tan 0. = P-1 •.
- 1 ...... /
Thus 0. =, tan- (27Tap )-11, and is cieflned as tbe "angle of the helix".
2. RclatiQU 2! h~lic31 Ir~~!Q S~£li~Sdlgr ~2Qrdlu~~g~·
Given: .
x =, a cas e;· y = a
Since dx =. - a sin B dB,
and ds 2 =,dx2 + dy2 + dz 2 ,
Renee, the direction cosines of the tro1ient to the oelix, wnieh are
( dx, 9.Y, dz ) reduce to (-sine COso., case caso., :~:·lio.).' (3)
ds ds ds
Now, it is desirable to find the direction cosines (a', b', c') of BP,
since BP is perpendicular to botn the tangent and. to tile Z-axis.'
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The equations of sllch perpendicularities are:.
a"O + b"O + c'·Jt. =. 0
a' (-sin e cos a.) + b' (cos (J cos a.) + c' sin a. = 0 )
Tnis is satisfied by (a' J b', c') being ei ther (cos e, sin e, 0) or
(-cos e, -sin e, e).' Since a' =. +1 at (] =.0, the direction cosines of
~EP are chosen to be (cos e, sin e, C) (4)
(5)
1
A cos (J + ~ sin e + V'O =cos ¢
-A sin e cos a. + ~ cose coso. + v sin a =0
A~ + ~2 + v~ =1
8. Re 1a!lon 21 tl~1i c!! £2o rdln!te! 12 R~!l.9!!J ~r kQ.Qrg1.!l!g~.
We call (p, ¢, (J) the helicBl coordinate, of any point in space, where
(p, ¢) are polar coordinates in tne plane nomal to the helical trace
at the point defined by 8.' The initial line from which ¢ is to be
neasured is 3P.: Tnll,s the line 0 f tbe ~axis would be rep resen ted by
(a, 0, 0).' Let (A, IJ-t v) be the direction cosines of ttle radius vector




1e sin ¢ (7)
The solu.tions to (5) are:.
A = cos e cos ¢ + sin a sin e sin ¢
~ = sin e cos ¢ - sin a. cos e sin ¢
v = cos a. sin ¢
The rectangular coordinates of any point are therefore:.
x =. a cos e + PA = (a + p cos ¢) cos e + p sin a sin
y = a sin e + p~ = (a + p cos ¢) sin e - p sin a. cos
z = aJ) tan a. + PJl = aJ) tan a. + p cos a. sin ¢
ij. ~2!91~te ~ll!tl!l Q2~~!2!:!"
Using King's symbols (King, lbnald 'Vi.' P.· (7)) for differential dis tan-
ces along the coordinate lines:.
dsp = e..dpj' ds~ =el' d¢;. dss = e~ de (8)
fut




2 = [(OX)2 + (~)! + (~)~J d¢2 = p2 d¢!
O¢ a¢ 'CxP
e~ = p
dse! = r(OX)! + (Q;[)! + (~) 2J de 2 = [a. ~ sec 2 a. +2ap cos ¢
'061 061 061
+ p!(COS~2 ¢ + sin! a. sin! ¢)J de 2
e3 = fa! sec 2 a. + 2ap cos ¢ + p~(cos! ¢ + sin~ a. sin! ¢)J~ (11)
The surfaces p = constant are those of a helical wire wi.th a com-
mn coo tral curve, bu.t wi th arbi trary wi re radiu.s. . Tnis sys tem 0 f coor-
dinates is therefore appropriate to problen,s in which surface'conditions
nu.st be satisfied at tne boundaries of helical wires.'
In the near zone, since a » p for most coils,
e:. '7, a sec a.
-. .- -
If we define -,01' ¢'1' e1 ·az llni t vectors along these orthogonal
axes: ,
div A = -L ( 2-(pe 3 Ap ) -+ ~(e3AJ + 2-(pk':') ]pe'3 op' O¢'''' oe '"
curlp A =,~ ( ~(e~A8) - ~e(PA~) 1
curl A =, -L [ ~ A - ~p(e ...Ae· )).
- ¢ '6 3 061 P v
cllrleA =, ; [~p(pAq) - ~¢ Ap J
'iJ!.' A =, -L ( Q...(pe· QA) + Q...(e 3 'Q.A) + a-(.iL QA) )
. pe 3 op ::\. Op o¢ P o¢ 061 e 3 061
The element of volume dT =pe~ dp d¢ de







WAVE A;~ALYSIS OF A HELICAL COrlDUCTCR
• ~ • ..' d,
I. Q&~!~
Tne object o~ ~bis appendix is to prove, given certain reason-
". "
able as~umptions! that the fields surro~p.ding a helical conductor
in its principal mode of transmission behave approximately the S8l:l.e
as though the helix were "unrolled" into a straigut cylindrical con-
ch.ctor."
2. As~Y.m£! i 0ll!.
a.' The radius of the helix is large compared to the radius of
the wire (a» r).·
b." 'The pi tell of the helix is not too small.
c.' The helix is sufficiently long to neglect end effects.:
d.' No radiation occurs, or the fields are solenoidal." Thus
Di TT' - '" D' ~ 0v n -. v, lV I!J =. .:
e.' 'The eli electric is a simple low-loss lhediLllll, or cr« ~.'
f.' Propagation is along the helix in the e direction;' there
is no critical cutoff frequency, and nence the principal lLode of
transmission is transverse electromagnetic (TIM)." Thu.s
Hp =, He =.0, E - n .tJ -. v.
3. Pr22!.
Until equation (U~), we will carry the electric field cowponent
Et9 along as though it were not assUlIleO. identically equ.al to zero.:
From the other assumptions of (d) and ef) and Appendix I (13):.
J- ., 2-(pe~E ) + 2-(e!'lE.J + 9-(pEe) ) =.0 (a)pe .... "~Op .> p *. 'f' 08
'" .
....L [ a-( eJilP } ) =. ()pe~ O:/J .
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(b)
F 1i' d 'I - ~".rolL 4,ara ay saw, 'V X E =- 11. a~ , and Appendix I (14):,
pt (~(e3E9) - ~(pErP) ) :::,0 (a)
-l.. f Q-. E~ - a-(e E:)] =- J1- gI4 (b) (2)
e3 t. 08 " op Seat
; [ ~(pErP) -, ~P ) =,0 (c)
From Ampere's law, 'V X II' = c:rE' + E QE ,
at
-L [. - Q.. (pRJ ) =~E + € ~ (a)pe"" '019 Y' P at
_ oEo - ~EA + € __rP (b)
Y' at
oE-
*[~ (pH</l) ) =:;rEe + E ate (c)
Since E and II will be period,ic in time and are propagated by assump-
tion (f) in the e direction, we may set
E =E' ri OJ' . 'Yo .cc Q" .' 8 (4)
II =H' ei c.I' - 'Yo .cc a. • (J (5)
.' . -
']he factor ejlA)f - 'Yo .cc CIo • (J =e:it<>f - 'Y' (J where y' =, a sec a. rep-
resents a wave traveling in the positive e direction with a frequ~ncy
,
f =~ and a propagation constant y =a.' + jf3;' a.' being the attenua-217
tion cons tan t and rf the phase cons tan t.' E' and h' are tile lliaximum
valu.es of the intensi ty vectors in the coordinates of e and time, and
are hence constants wi tc respect to these two variables.' S~bst~.tu,ting
(4) and (5) into (2) and (3), and dividing through by ejt<>t - 'Y'9:,
~(e-E' ) + v'pE' =0 (a)a¢~e I </l









o = (7 + JGt.I€: )l!:' rP (b) (7)
1 O( ) = (:; + Jw~)E' 6 (c)
J
- - pH'rP .p OP
It is evident from (7b) that ErP =° in this type of tranSl4ission.·
From assump tion (a), in the near zone of the wi re a» p, and from




H' = a' + .1w€ 'OE'e
rP JWp,(o- + J~€) - y'Z oP





'H'E' = I' r? =
p jw€e~
y oE' f)
w,'2J1.€ + 1''2 ?iP (12)
E' e is required to be identically zero.' Su,t by (11) and (12), H
' rP
and E' . 1p will vanlsh, un ess
Tbus, 'Y =a.' + j;6';' a. 1 = 0, p' = wi;;
These values of a.' and {3' confirm the double assUlllption of (f) that
the principal TIM mode has no cu:toff restrictions wi th regard to ire-
qU.ency.'
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From (fb), now using E' 9 ::: 0, we have:.
E' p ::: J::.vue sec a. H' = ~ H'..J.
a sec a. "jwlJ,tU t/> J~ Y' (15)·
Similarly, from (7c):,
.Q.(pH' ) ::: 0OP t/>
Tne solution to (16) is
H'~ ~ Q f where C is a constant.' (17)
P
'The line integral of H't/J around the surface of tbe helical





r:::: I' e iCIJf - "1 ' °.,
Thus, I' ::: 2rrrH' t/J
Bl.t at p. = r, (17), becomes
C ,rH' t/>
I' 277C, or C =, ~
H =,~ eiCIJf - "109 "e 4 = -l-







lJ. ~onc1!Is i 0D,4
Equations (21) and (22) are precisely the same as those for
a straight cylindrical conductor in space, except that the term
aB' sec a. represents distance along the helix.' The most cri tical
assumption made to show this analogy is valid was that
a » p , (23)
-
which made e:'l a constant for mathematical purposes.: In other
words, the fields described by (21) and (22) are approximate in
the very near zone of the wire where a» r.·
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APPENDIX III
DESlGN EQUATION DERIVATIONS FOR THE RESONANT HELICAL DELAY LINE
I. Ob!@gi.
The object of this appendix is to derive design equations for
the resonant helical delay line by applying the proof of Ap'pmdix
II;. namely, that a helical conductor in its principal mode of
transmission is very nearly equivalent to the helix "unrolled" into
a straight cylindrical conductor
2. 6§§!!mQil2!l!.
a. All previous assumptions of Appendix II are retained.'
b. The resonant helical delay line is equivalent to a single
wire horizontal transmission line with ground return, where
r =. radius of the conductor. meters.
h =. height of conductor axis from the ground plane (or cylinder).
meters.
L,. t =, distributed external inductance, henrys per meter.
L, n t =distributed internal inductance, ':lenrys per lteter.'
R•• ," =, d1stribu~ed conductor skin resistance, ohms per meter.
ell =, distributed capacity of the line, farads per meter.'
c. Tne internal induptance is negligible compared to the ex-
. .
ternal inductance, or L," t « L•• t for computing resonant fre-
quency to a first approximation, but is an important factor in
temperature effects.'
d.' Impedance loading of the line is negligible due to the
small coefficients of coupling of the inp\l.t and output circuits.
3. DerivatiQ!1!'
The exact equa.tions for the distributed circuit elements of
an infinite line of. assumption ~b) are:,





':lJf.I. [ Ber r'~ Bei' r'~~).JO'" + Bei, r'4w,ucr Ber' r'~fJO'")
Rd in=, 21fr'~ (Ber' r''f$)S! + (Bei' r'<J'6j'J1i) 2 J'
ohms/meter
where r' is the effectively reduced radius of the wi're as far as skin
effects are concerned due to the image return conductor:,
meters
farads
If the transmission line is made of finite length, exci ted by a
generator at one end, and open-circuited at the other, we have a re~
onant quarter-wave line.' It may be proven that where G =, length of
line =. ~, the resulting equivalent lumped constants for the unloaded
line of assumption (c) are :,
c·
=_1 [fo' Cd G sin f3x dx ] 2 8 'e
c
- C G/3G J; Cd G sin~ f3x dx - -. 1T"J. d
(8)ohms1 GRe =. ~G Io R•• ,. G cos 2 ~ dx =.{ H•• ," G
The resonant frequency, from these equations, is
1 =:J 1-:",-_ - - 1
f o =. 211.JL~Cc 21ft ~ 1 G" 2 C (L' z: + L ) -.1~··1;:::C'=(L='==+=L==)
• • d , " ..G1 J l'n. Cll'17'2 2 IItt.II ..
cycles/second (9)
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z·~~ =. ~ ~ cosh :~ (11) ohms (11)o '" -Cil r
For the unloaded line of assumption (d),
(12)
. L .'jL 7T.~ 7TQ~Z~R - , - Q ' ~ A . ,.t : ohms
inO -, RC -, 0 C ... '4 ""0 -C . 4
• , , d
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(13)
